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Objectives
About one third of the global release of seismic energy in the twentieth century occurred at
the Pacific Plate boundary of South America. This happened in catastrophic thrust
earthquakes of magnitudes Mw > 8. Recurrence periods are among the shortest on our
planet. The so-called Iquique segment between Antofagasta and Arica is a prime
candidate for the next large rupture. The last heavy earthquake seaward of Iquique
occurred in 1877 (reconstructed magnitude 8.8), caused a large tsumani and has a
recurrence time of 122 +/- 22 years. The historical record over the last 500 years shows
that earthquakes in the Iquique segment occur in close temporal association with the
seismic activation of neighbouring seismotectonic segments. In the southerly and northerly
neighbourhood large earthquakes occurred in the past decades (Antofagasta 1995, South
Peru 2001, Pisagua 2014). All this has led to an increase in seismicity in the Iquique
segment. Since the rupture of the two directly adjoining segments (Antofagasta, Pisagua)
the character of active deformation in the overriding plate in the Iquique segment has
changed. Several previously inactive faults showed seismic activity since then, with
magnitudes up to Mw 6.3 and ruptures up to the land surface. The seismogenic part of the
plate boundary itself has increased activity, and a major earthquake (Tarapaca earthquake
of 13.06.2005) was localized in the subducting plate at a focal depth of about 100 km.
All this indicates that an end of the present interseismic cycles is near or has been
reached. Cruise SO244/Leg 1 is dedicated to the marine geological exploration of those
parts of the Iquique segment that have not been studied so far. Firstly, the
geomorphological and geophysical base for long-term geodetic observation is to be laid.
Secondly, the identification and mapping of active tectonic faults and submarine slumps
and slides will give an overview of past movements of the seafloor. Thirdly, the highresolution bathymetric mapping with the ship-based multibeam echosounder and with AUV
ABYSS will provide a reference frame of the seafloor topography. After a future
earthquake repeat surveys could then be used to quantify the mass movements during the
event.
Almost the complete zone of seismic coupling between the Nazca and South American
Plates is covered by the sea. To assess interseismic and permanent deformation, highresolution mapping and observation of deformation and seismicity at the plate boundary,
and the adjoining rock complexes is mandatory, and requires seagoing equipment. In
contrast to the further progressed geological, geophysical and (satellite) geodetic
exploration onshore, the trench and forearc in the Iquique segment is basically unstudied,
requiring a timely, exploratory approach.
The proposed high-resolution bathymetric mapping in the Iquique segment between
20°30´S and 21°30´S for the first time documents the surface structure of the deep sea
trench, and that of the lower and middle continental slope. Firstly, this is necessary to
constrain the position and width of the outcrop of the zone of compression at the base of
the continental slope, in comparison to the findings further south. This will reveal how
contact deformation between the downgoing and overriding plates is localized and how it
is partitioned. Together with seismic information, bathymetry holds crucial information for
geomorphological and tectonic interpretation. Secondly those parts of the lower and
middle continental slopes will be mapped, which are dominated by submarine mass
wasting, be it caused by earthquakes or not. Based on the data obtained, the volumes of
the displaced materials may be quantified. Possibly, a relative chronology of larger mass
wasting events can be established. This is important to estimate tsumanigenic potential by
submarine sliding and slumping for the Iquique segment.

Narrative
TFS SONNE left the port of Antofagasta around 20:30 h local time on the 30th October
2015 to start the northward transit to the working area of SO244 Leg 1. The decision to
leave port about 12 hours early was due to a swell warning issued by the port authorities,
which would likely have forced the ship to leave port anyway.
Transit overnight was to the first station at 21°44.99´S/70°48.16´W, to retrieve the first of
15 Ocean Bottom Seismometers (OBS in the following) that had been deployed on the
seafloor in the area in December 2014 (see Fig. 1 for locations). Retrieval of this OBS was
successful, and after a short transit we arrived at the SW corner (21°30.00´S/71°15.00´W)
of the designated mapping area for the ship-based Multibeam Echosounder EM122 (Fig.
1). Mapping started at a speed of 8 knots immediately after having completed a CTD to
2500 m water depth, to determine an acoustic velocity profile for the evaluation of the
seabed mapping data. Parasound data were continuously recorded along with the EM122
data. Mapping was on a predefined grid within a rectangular box described by the 20°30´S
and 21°30´S meridians and the longitudes 70°25´W and 71°15´W. During the mapping,
the ship stopped at six locations to retrieve OBS, and, by the end of the mapping in the
predefined quadrangle, seven instruments had been collected successfully. Initial mapping
was successfully completed in the evening of 4th November.
During the night between 4th and 5th November, the first area (Area 1 Midslope; see Fig. 1)
was designated for AUV mapping, following discussions over the Internet with the chief
scientists of SO244 Leg 2. The first area is located in a zone of suspected normal faulting
at 20°50´S/70°48´W, with major structures and escarpments trending N-S. Additional
criteria for choosing Area 1 were water depth (>2000 m), absence of large mass wasting
structures, and fault scarps sufficiently low to facilitate the setting up of a local geodetic
array. Two transponders were dropped and surveyed, followed by the first launch of the
AUV. An area of approximately 40 km2 was covered by four consecutive dives, and
yielded data sufficiently precise calculate a merged terrain model with a resolution of 2 m.
Using its 200 kHz multibeam sonar system, AUV ABYSS can map about 1 km2 per hour,
flying 80 m above the seafloor at a speed of about 1.5 m/s. This secures sufficient overlap
of the outer acoustic beams. We had two battery sets available, so that there was no loss
of time for battery charging between deployments. The time interval between deployments
and retrievals, 14 and 16 hours (depending on battery pack capacity), respectively, was
used to retrieve three additional OBS located north of Area 1, and north of 20°30´S.
Transits to and from the OBS locations were used to map additional parts of the Northern
Chile continental slope with the EM122, at a speed of 8 knots. The four dives were
successfully concluded in the night between the 7th and 8th November.
Immediately following pick-up of the transponders, TFS SONNE moved westward across
the deep sea trench to re-map a part of the outer rise located on the Nazca Plate at about
21°S, to document the oceanic spreading fabric, volcanic edifices, and, most importantly,
the overprinting lower plate bend faults that form in response to downbending of the plate
as it moves towards the subduction zone. Mapping with the EM122 was done at a speed
of 5 knots, to improve the seabed imaging at the great water depths there (in parts >8000
m). After completion of this survey on 9th November, a zone characterized by a population
of N-S trending bend faults with moderately high (up to 50 m) scarps was selected for two
dives by AUV mapping (within Area 2, Outer Rise; see Fig .1) in 4000-5000 m water depth
around 21°05´S/71°35´W. The AUV dives were completed successfully on 11th November.

Next, it was decided to recover the remaining five OBS located on the South American
forearc slope north of 20°30S. These instruments were too distant from AUV dive areas to
permit the transits between individual dives, and some maintenance had to be done on the
AUV after six dives. The cruise track was chosen to provide an almost complete EM122
coverage of the forearc and trench area up to the NW end of the permit area at
approximately 19°S.
On 13th November, TFS SONNE was back in the central study area at 21°S to resume
AUV mapping. The third target selected was an anticlinal structure on the lower continental
slope at about 20°45´S/71°04´W, in water depths between 4500 and 6000 m (Area 3,
Lower Slope in Fig. 1). A series of four consecutive dives was successfully completed, and
yielded a merged grid of approximately 35 km2 size covering the crestal part of the
antiform. Time between dives was used to improve and complete EM122 and Parasound
data coverage in the Central Study area. AUV work in Area 3 was terminated on 16th
November, and the ship transited southward to Area 4, Southern Slope (Fig. 1) for the next
set of AUV dives.
Transponders were dropped and surveyed from mid-day 17th November, and the AUV was
deployed in late afternoon. The target chosen here was a NW-SE tending zone of
potentially active strike slip faulting that dissects the forearc from the trench up to the
middle slope. Target depth was 3500-4000 m. TFS SONNE then set out to carry out
EM122 bathymetric mapping on the continental slope on two N-S profiles to about 22°10´S
and back, to cover hitherto non-mapped terrain of the Southern Study Area (Fig. 1). To
optimize use of ship time and resources this operational scheme was repeated for the
second and third AUV dives in Area 4 on four more profiles. Operations at the AUV launch
in Area 4 and the retrieval of the two transponders were terminated successfully at 9:00
hrs on 20th November.
Immediately afterwards we transited to Area 5, located upslope from Area 4. Area 5 (Fig.
1) is on the western slope of the marked promontory at about 21°20´S/70°50´W in about
2000 m water depth. The promontory is made up of indurated rocks, essentially without
younger sediment cover, and is traversed by several N-S trending faults, which are in turn
offset by a two sets of ESE-WNW and ENE-WSW trending faults. It was decided to drop
transponders there and run a set of two AUV dives, with enough operational time left for
retrieving all instruments from the sea floor, packing everything up, and returning to port.
Return to port was done in mapping mode, with the EM122 and the Parasound turned on,
to identify and verify a number of seamount structures located on the Iquique Ridge, a
weakly defined bathymetric feature on the Nazca Plate impinging the subduction zone
around 21°S to 22°S. With all surveying instrumentation turned off, TFS SONNE entered
the port of Antofagasta in the morning of 24th November, to end a seabed surveying
expedition to uncharted terrain, with fifteen successful AUV dives, zero loss of equipment
and zero operational down time.

Fig. 1: Map of the Northern Chile continental margin offshore Pisagua to Tocopilla,
showing mapped area with water depth from EM122 multibeam echosounder data,
locations of the five AUV diving areas in the Central Study area, the ship track (thin black
line) and station locations (numbered)
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